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AN AUGMENTED LAGRANGIAN-BASED APPROACHTO THE OSEEN PROBLEM�MICHELE BENZIy AND MAXIM A. OLSHANSKIIzAbstrat. We desribe an e�etive solver for the disrete Oseen problem based on an aug-mented Lagrangian formulation of the orresponding saddle point system. The proposed method isa blok triangular preonditioner used with a Krylov subspae iteration like BiCGStab. The ruialingredient is a novel multigrid approah for the (1,1) blok, whih extends a tehnique introdued bySh�oberl for elastiity problems to nonsymmetri problems. Our analysis indiates that this approahresults in fast onvergene, independent of the mesh size and largely insensitive to the visosity. Wepresent experimental evidene for both isoP2-P0 and isoP2-P1 �nite elements in support of our on-lusions. We also show results of a omparison with a state-of-the-art preonditioner, showing theompetitiveness of our approah.Key words. Navier{Stokes equations, �nite element, iterative methods, multigrid, preondi-tioningAMS subjet lassi�ations. 65F10, 65N22, 65F50.1. Introdution. We onsider the numerial solution of the steady Navier{Stokes equations governing the ow of a Newtonian, inompressible visous uid.Let 
 � Rd (d = 2; 3) be a bounded, onneted domain with a pieewise smoothboundary �
. Given a fore �eld f : 
 ! Rd and boundary data g : �
 ! Rd , theproblem is to �nd a veloity �eld u : 
! Rd and a pressure �eld p : 
! R suh that���u+ (u � r)u+rp = f in 
 (1.1)divu = 0 in 
 (1.2)u = g on �
 (1.3)where � > 0 is the kinemati visosity oeÆient (inversely proportional to theReynolds number Re), � is the Laplae operator in Rd , r denotes the gradient,and div is the divergene. To determine p uniquely we may impose some additionalondition, suh as (p; 1) = Z
 p dx = 0 :Equation (1.1) represents onservation of momentum, while equation (1.2) rep-resents the inompressibility ondition, or mass onservation. Due to the presene ofthe onvetive term (u � r)u in the momentum equations, the Navier{Stokes systemis nonlinear. It an be linearized in various ways. A widely used linearization shemeis the one based on Piard's iteration; see, e.g., [10, Setion 7.2.2℄. Starting with aninitial guess u(0) (with divu(0) = 0) for the veloity �eld, Piard's iteration onstruts�This version dated 30 November 2005.yDepartment of Mathematis and Computer Siene, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia 30322,USA (benzi�maths.emory.edu). The work of this author was supported in part by the NationalSiene Foundation grant DMS-0511336.zDepartment of Mehanis and Mathematis, Mosow State M. V. Lomonosov University, Mosow119899, Russia (Maxim.Olshanskii�mtu-net.ru). The work of this author was supported in part bythe Russian Foundation for Basi Researh and the Netherlands Organization for Sienti� Researhgrants NWO-RFBR 047.016.008, RFBR 05-01-00864.1



2 M. Benzi and M. A. Olshanskiia sequene of approximate solutions (u(k); p(k)) by solving the linear Oseen problem:���u(k) + (u(k�1) � r)u(k) +rp(k) = f in 
 (1.4)divu(k) = 0 in 
 (1.5)u(k) = g on �
 (1.6)(k = 1; 2; : : :). Note that no initial pressure needs to be spei�ed. Under ertainonditions on � (whih should not be too small) and f (whih should not be toolarge in an appropriate norm), the steady Navier{Stokes equations (1.1){(1.3) have aunique solution (u�; p�) and the iterates (u(k); p(k)) onverge to it as k !1 for anyhoie of the initial veloity u(0); see [10, Chapter 7℄ and the referenes therein.Hene, at eah Piard iteration one needs to solve an Oseen problem of the form���u+ (w � r)u+rp = f̂ in 
 (1.7)divu = 0 in 
 (1.8)u = g on �
 (1.9)with a known, divergene-free oeÆient w. Disretization of (1.7){(1.9) using LBB-stable �nite elements [10, 24℄ results in a linear system of the form� A BTB O �� up � = � f0 � ; or Ax = b ; (1.10)in whih u represents the disrete veloities and p the disrete pressure. Here A =diag (A1; : : : ; Ad) is a blok diagonal matrix, where eah blok orresponds to a dis-rete onvetion-di�usion operator with the appropriate boundary onditions. Notethat A is nonsymmetri. The retangular matrix BT represents the disrete gradientoperator while B represents its adjoint, the (negative) divergene operator. The solv-ability of this system is disussed, e.g., in [2, Setion 3.2℄; here we assume that theoeÆient matrix in (1.10) is nonsingular.Linear systems of the form (1.10) are often referred to as generalized saddle pointsystems. In reent years, a great deal of e�ort has been invested in solving systems ofthis form. Most of the work has been aimed at developing e�etive preonditioningtehniques; see [10℄, and [2℄ for an extensive survey. In spite of these e�orts, thereis still onsiderable interest in preonditioning tehniques that are truly robust, i.e.,tehniques whih result in onvergene rates that are largely independent of problemparameters suh as mesh size and visosity. In this paper we desribe a promisingapproah based on an augmented Lagrangian formulation. The suess of this methodruially depends on the availability of a robust multigrid solver for the (1,1) blok(submatrix) in the augmented Lagrangian formulation of the saddle point system; wedevelop suh a method by building on previous work by Sh�oberl [27℄, together withappropriate smoothers for onvetion-dominated ows. Rather than as a solver, thismultigrid iteration will be used to de�ne a blok preonditioner for the outer iterationon the oupled saddle point system. We will show that this approah is espeiallyappropriate for disretizations based on disontinuous pressure approximations, butan be used to onstrut preonditioners for other disretizations using ontinuouspressures. As an example of �nite element (FE) method with disontinuous pressureswe will use the isoP2-P0 pair. In this ase, our numerial experiments demonstratea robust behavior of the solver with respet to h and � for some typial wind ve-tor funtions w in (1.7). Further, the isoP2-P1 �nite element pair is used for the



An Augmented Lagrangian Approah to the Oseen Problem 3ontinuous pressure-based approximation. For this ase numerial experiments showan h-independent onvergene rates with mild dependene on �, when the visositybeomes very small.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we present the(standard) abstrat formulation of the Oseen problem, and disuss the �nite elementapproximations. In Setion 3 we desribe the augmented Lagrangian approah andthe resulting blok preonditioner, and we briey disuss related approahes thatan be found in the literature. Setion 4 is devoted to a study of the spetrum ofthe preonditioned system, assuming exat solves for the (1,1) bok. The multigridsolver for the (1,1) blok is desribed in Setion 5. Numerial experiments on sometwo-dimensional model problems are presented in Setion 6. Here we also present aomparisonwith one of the best available preonditioning tehniques, showing that ourmethod is quite ompetitive in terms of onvergene rates, robustness, and eÆieny.Some onluding remarks are given in Setion 7.2. Finite element method. For simpliity, we assume the boundary onditionsin (1.9) to be Dirihlet homogeneous (i.e., g = 0). The weak formulation of the Oseenproblem reads: Given f 2 H�1(
), �nd u 2 H10(
) and p 2 L20(
) suh thatL(u; p;v; q) = hf ;vi 8 v 2 H10(
); q 2 L20(
) ;L(u; p;v; q) = �(ru;rv) + ((w � r)u;v)� (p; divv) + (q; divu) :Given onforming FE spaes Vh � H10(
) and Qh � L20(
), the Galerkin FEdisretization of (1.7){(1.9) is based on the weak formulation: Find fuh; phg 2 Vh�Qhsuh that L(uh; ph;vh; qh) = hf ;vhi; 8vh 2 Vh; qh 2 Qh : (2.1)There are several ritial issues assoiated with the Galerkin FE method for theOseen problem. One is the ompatibility of Vh and Qh , i.e., the validation of theLBB (inf-sup) stability ondition, whih guarantees that the FE veloity spae is\rih enough" relative to the FE pressure spae. This ensures well-posedness and fullapproximation order for the FE linear problem. For the numerial experiments inthe paper we used the isoP2-P0 FE pair (pieewise onstant pressure and pieewiselinear ontinuous veloity on two-times �ner triangulation) and isoP2-P1 FE pair(pieewise linear pressure and pieewise linear ontinuous veloity on two-times �nertriangulation). Both pairs are LBB stable: there exists a mesh-independent onstant�(
), suh that infqh2Qh supvh2Vh (qh; divvh)krvhkkqhk = �h � �(
) > 0: (2.2)We note that the hosen FE pairs have stable higher order variants P2-P0 and P2-P1(the latter is also known as Taylor-Hood element). All onsiderations and onlusionsin the paper remain valid for these higher order �nite elements. Pieewise linearveloity-based elements were used solely for the ease of implementation.Another potential soure of instabilities in (2.1) is the presene of dominatingonvetion terms. This neessitates stabilization of the disrete system if the mesh isnot suÆiently �ne to resolve the sti� behavior of the system. We outline below theSUPG-type method we used. Many more details on the family of SUPG stabilization



4 M. Benzi and M. A. Olshanskiimethods an be found in, e.g., [6, 26, 29℄. Using (2.1) as the starting point, a weightedresidual for the FE solution multiplied by a solution-depended test funtion is added:L(uh; ph;vh; qh) + X�2Th �� (���uh +w�ruh +rph � f ;w�rvh)�= (f ;vh) 8vh 2 Vh; qh 2 Qh : (2.3)The \new" term in (2.3) is evaluated element-wise for eah element � of a triangulationTh. The parameters �� are element- and problem-dependent. The general idea behindthe hoie of �� is to add almost no additional stabilization terms in regions of smallmesh Reynolds numbers, so as to reover optimality of the Galerkin method, but toadd them in regions of large mesh Reynolds numbers. Several reipes for the partiularhoie of the stabilization parameters an be found in the literature. We use the onefrom [20℄: �� = �� h�kwkL2(�) 2Re�1 +Re� ; Re� := kwkL2(�)h�� : (2.4)This formula for the parameter with �� 2 [0:2; 1℄ was suessfully used in many nu-merial experiments in [29℄. In our experiments we take �� = 0:3.Remark 2.1. The partiular hoie of stabilization parameters �� an be quiteimportant for the disrete solution auray. On the other hand, using high order�nite elements [18℄ or suÆiently �ne meshes may dispense one from the need tostabilize the problem. We found, however, that in order to have an eÆient solverit is still important to add stabilization to the oarse grid problems in the multigridmethod (see details in next setion). Additionally, the eÆieny of the iterative solverdesribed below was found to be essentially independent of the partiular hoie of�� = O(1) or of di�erent formulae for �� known from the literature for onvetion-di�usion problems (see, e.g., [11℄). We an also assume that any pressure-dependentpart in the stabilization term enters the nonlinear residual in the Piard iterations,thus preserving the saddle point struture (1.10) of the problem.3. Augmented Lagrangian formulation. Some of the most e�etive solversfor the Oseen problem found in the literature are based on blok triangular preondi-tioners of the form P = � Â BTO Ŝ � ; (3.1)where Â and Ŝ are approximations to A and to the Shur omplement S = �BA�1BT ,respetively; see, e.g., [2, 10℄. The approximation Â often onsists of an inexatsolver for linear systems with oeÆient matrix A, suh as one or more iterationsof an appropriate multigrid solver for onvetion-di�usion equations. The searh forgood approximations Ŝ to the Shur omplement (or its inverse) has generated muhresearh in reent years [10℄. Note that S = �BA�1BT is a dense matrix. When � isrelatively large (moderate Reynolds numbers), then S is well onditioned and an bewell approximated by the pressure mass matrixMp, provided that the disretization isLBB-stable. When � is small, however, �nding good and inexpensive approximationsto S is not easy. While the best available methods exhibit h-independent onvergeneof the preonditioned iterations [10℄, some degradation in the rate of onvergene is



An Augmented Lagrangian Approah to the Oseen Problem 5observed as � ! 0. For large Reynolds numbers, the number of iterations an bequite high.Here we follow an approah that bypasses the need for a good approximationto the dense matrix S. Suppose we replae the original problem (1.10) with the\regularized" one � A BTB � 1W �� up � = � f0 � ; (3.2)where  > 0 is a parameter and W is a positive de�nite matrix. The solution[u(); p()℄ of (3.2) tends to the solution of (1.10) for  ! 1. Observing that theShur omplement of the (1,1) blok into the oeÆient matrix of (3.2) (sometimesreferred to as the \primal" or \veloity" Shur omplement) is A + BTW�1B, weexpet P() = � A+ BTW�1B BTO � 1W � (3.3)(or, in pratie, some inexat version of it) to be an e�etive preonditioner for theregularized problem (3.2). Note that if W is diagonal, or blok diagonal with smallbloks, the matrix A + BTW�1B is also going to be sparse. Our hoie of W isdisussed in the next setion.There is, however, a well known diÆulty with this approah. The matrix in theregularized problem is lose to the original one only for  large, and for large  the(1,1) blok A+ BTW�1B beomes inreasingly ill onditioned (note that BTB hasa null spae of dimension n � m for n = dimVh, m = dimQh ). Hene, �nding ane�etive inexat solver for the (1,1) blok beomes diÆult. It is therefore preferableto keep the value of  moderate, say,  = O(1) or, for reasons of saling,  � kwk.This is the idea behind the lassial augmented Lagrangian (AL) approah. In itssimplest form, this method onsists of replaing the original system (1.10) with theequivalent one� A+ BTW�1B BTB O �� up � = � f0 � ; or bAx = b : (3.4)Clearly, this system has preisely the same solution as the original one (1.10). Werefer to [13℄ for an extensive disussion of AL tehniques and their appliations. Wepropose to preondition the AL system (3.4) with a blok triangular preonditioner ofthe form (3.1) where Â�1 stands for an appropriate (inexat) solver for linear systemsinvolving the matrix A+ BTW�1B:Â � A+ BTW�1B ; (3.5)and Ŝ is impliitly de�ned through its inverse,Ŝ�1 := ��M̂�1p � W�1 : (3.6)Here M̂�1p denotes an approximate solve with the pressure mass matrix. We note thatthe pressure mass matrix Mp is diagonal for FE pairs based on pieewise onstantpressure approximations. For higher order pressure approximations Mp is no longerdiagonal but it is spetrally equivalent to the diagonal matrix �Mp, where � �Mp�ii =



6 M. Benzi and M. A. OlshanskiiPmj=1 (Mp)ij (diagonal lumping) [31℄. Thus, linear systems with Mp an be solvedeasily, either exatly or approximately.It follows from the identityP�1 = � Â�1 OO Im �� In BTO �Im �� In OO �Ŝ�1 � (3.7)that the ation of the preonditioner on a given vetor requires one appliation of Â�1,one of Ŝ�1, and one sparse matrix-vetor produt with BT . Clearly, the main issue isthe de�nition of Â�1, the approximate (1,1) blok solver. Developing suh a solver is anon-trivial task. Note that the introdution of the additional term BTW�1B in the(1,1) blok of the saddle point matrix introdues a oupling between the omponentsof the veloity vetor. For vanishing onvetion the (1,1) blok essentially reduesto the one for the lassial elastiity problem. For moderate and high Reynoldsnumbers, however, it beomes inreasingly nonsymmetri. It is nevertheless possibleto develop eÆient iterative solvers for the (1,1) blok, at least for some hoies ofthe FE disretization. In Setion 5 we desribe an e�etive multigrid method for the(1,1) blok.We onlude this setion with a brief disussion of related work. An augmentedLagrangian approah to the Oseen problem an already be found in [13, Chapter 2℄,in the ontext of the lassial Uzawa's method. However, the ruial aspet of howto eÆiently solve linear systems involving A + BTW�1B was not disussed there.Among more reent papers, we mention [7℄, where a preonditioner based on (3.2) isapplied to (symmetri) linear inompressible elastiity problems. The inexat solutionof systems involving (3.2) is aomplished by a \primal" Shur omplement approah,leading to an overall preonditioning strategy whih resembles the approah takenhere. There are, however, important di�erenes. Our preonditioner is applied tothe augmented Lagrangian formulation (3.4), whereas the authors of [7℄ work withthe original saddle point formulation. A more important di�erene is the fat thatthe problem takled in [7℄ is symmetri, so the authors are able to leverage existingtehniques for linear elastiity problems when developing an eÆient solver for the(1,1) blok. We mention that a related approah has been used in [16℄ to onstrutblok preonditioners for saddle point systems arising from the url-url formulationof the time-harmoni Maxwell's equations, also a symmetri problem.The paper [14℄ attempts to extend the preonditioning tehnique in [7℄ to theOseen problem. However, the numerial evidene reported in [14℄ indiates that thesolver used for the (1,1) blok (a two-level overlapping additive Shwarz preonditionerwith a multipliative oarse grid orretion) does not sale well as the mesh is re�ned,espeially as the Reynolds number inreases. The deterioration of this solver is alreadynotieable for a 2D driven avity problem with Reynolds number Re = 400, a fairlyeasy problem (lose to Stokes ow). Furthermore, no analysis of the preonditioner isgiven. On the positive side, the solver in [14℄ appears to be well-suited for massivelyparallel arhitetures, an aspet whih we do not address in this paper.Finally, adding the produt (divuh; divvh) on the left-hand side of the �niteelement method formulation (2.1) is well known in the literature on stabilized �niteelement methods for uid problems and sometimes alled \the rdiv -stabilization".Using this stabilization may hange the �nite element solution. However, the e�et onthe iterative solution of (1.10) is similar to the one resulting from adding BTW�1B(with W =Mp) to the (1,1) blok of the linear algebrai system. This linear algebraaspet of the rdiv -stabilization was studied for the Stokes problem in [22℄ and for the



An Augmented Lagrangian Approah to the Oseen Problem 7linearized rotation form of the Navier{Stokes problem in [23℄. In partiular, numerialexperiments in [23℄ demonstrate �-independent onvergene of the preonditionedBiCGstab method if  = O(1) and if exat solves are used for systems involvingthe (1,1) blok. However, in [22℄ and [23℄ the question of �nding a robust solver orpreonditioner for the (1,1) blok with respet to the ratio �= was left open.4. Analysis of the preonditioner. It is well known that haraterizing therate of onvergene of nonsymmetri preonditioned iterations an be a diÆult task.In partiular, eigenvalue information alone may not be suÆient to give meaningfulestimates of the onvergene rate of a method like preonditioned GMRES [15℄. Thesituation is even more ompliated for a method like BiCGStab, for whih virtuallyno onvergene theory exists. Nevertheless, experiene shows that for many linearsystems arising in pratie, a well-lustered spetrum (away from zero) usually resultsin rapid onvergene of the preonditioned iteration.In this setion we show that for the preonditioner (3.3), the eigenvalues of thepreonditioned matrix M = P�1 bA are enlosed in a retangular region ontained inthe right half-plane <(z) > 0, the sides of whih do not depend on the mesh size h andfor suÆiently large  do not depend on � . Here we assume exat solves for the (1,1)blok. Hene, at least for this \ideal" version of the preonditioner, the eigenvaluesof the preonditioned matrix are bounded away from zero, independently of h and�. Our analysis makes use of the following simple Lemma, whih is a straightforwardonsequene of [12, Exerise 12.12℄.Lemma 4.1. Let A 2 Rn�n and B 2 Rm�n (m � n). Let  2 R, and assume thatmatries A, A+BTW�1B, BA�1BT and B(A+BTW�1B)�1BT are all invertible.Then �B(A+ BTW�1B)�1BT ��1 = �BA�1BT ��1 + W�1 : (4.1)We note that the onditions of Lemma 4.1 are satis�ed if we assume that B hasfull row rank and that A is positive real (i.e., the symmetri part of A is positivede�nite); see [2, Setion 3℄. These onditions are satis�ed, in partiular, for thematries onsidered in this paper.Reall that P�1 bA and bAP�1 have the same eigenvalues. A simple alulationshows thatbAP�1 = � In OB(A+ BTW�1B)�1 B(A + BTW�1B)�1BT Ŝ�1 � : (4.2)Hene, the preonditioned matrix has the eigenvalue 1 of multipliity n, with theremaining eigenvalues �i (1 � i � m) being solutions of the generalized eigenproblemB(A + BTW�1B)�1BT p = �Ŝ p :Setting W =Mp, Lemma 4.1 implies(� + )��1i =  + ��1i ;where �i satis�es the generalized eigenproblemBA�1BT q = �Mp q: (4.3)



8 M. Benzi and M. A. OlshanskiiHene, the non-unit eigenvalues of P�1 bA are given by�i =  + � + ��1i ; 1 � i � m: (4.4)It has been shown in [8℄ that the eigenvalues of (4.3) are enlosed in a retangleontained in the half-plane <(z) > 0; using this result and the relation (4.4), we anonlude that the same is true of the eigenvalues of P�1 bA. If we denote by ai andbi the real and imaginary part of �i, respetively, easy manipulations result in thefollowing expressions for the real and the imaginary part of �i:<(�i) = (� + )(ai + (a2i + b2i ))(ai + 1)2 + (bi)2 and =(�i) = (� + )bi(ai + 1)2 + (bi)2 : (4.5)The following result is an immediate onsequene of (4.5).Theorem 4.2. Assume W = Mp. The preonditioned matrix P�1 bA has theeigenvalue 1 of multipliity n. The remaining m eigenvalues �i are given by (4.4),where �i = ai + i bi satis�es (4.3). The following estimates hold:1� 1ai + 1 � <(�i) < 1 + ��1 and j=(�i)j < (1 + ��1)min�bi; 1bi� :In partiular, all the eigenvalues tend to 1 for  !1.We emphasize that in pratie it is not neessary to use large values of . Thebounds in Theorem (4.2), while independent of h, will generally depend on � in animpliit way through ai and bi. For the ase of the Galerkin FE method (2.1) (withno stabilization), the results in [8℄ provide us with the following estimates for theeigenvalues of (4.3):  � � ai � C ��1 ; jbij � C1��1 (4.6)for some h- and �-independent positive onstants ; C; C1. Together with the estimatesfrom Theorem 4.2, this result implies that it is suÆient to set  = O(��1) to ensurethat all non-unit eigenvalues of P�1 bA are ontained in a box [a; A℄� [b; B℄, a > 0 inthe omplex plane, with a; A; b; B independent on � and h.Remark 4.3. In numerial experiments we found that using  = O(1) alreadyprovides �- and h-independent onvergene of the Krylov subspae method, for a widerange of values of � and h (it should be noted that we also use streamline di�usion-type veloity stabilization). Furthermore, assume that Â�1 is not a solver, but apreonditioner for the (1,1) blok and its eÆieny deteriorates with �= ! 0. Thenthe optimal value of  in the Krylov subspae method will be quite modest for � � 1(see table 6.2 in x 6). Generally speaking, some exibility in hoosing the parameter seems to be a signi�ant advantage of the AL approah ompared to the regularizationapproah (3.2).Remark 4.4. The result of the theorem remains valid if one onsiders W = �Mpand with �Mp replaing Mp in (4.3). Following the arguments in [8℄, it an be easilyveri�ed that (4.6) still holds.5. A multigrid method for the (1,1) blok. In this setion we develop amultigrid method to (approximately) solve the system of equations for the disreteveloity at eah outer iteration. For the purpose of analysis in this setion we onsiderW = Mp, however, in the implementation it is more pratial to set W = �Mp. By a



An Augmented Lagrangian Approah to the Oseen Problem 9simple saling argument one an assume  = 1 and � � 1. Thus the system one needsto solve is Au+BTM�1p B u = f: (5.1)To de�ne a �nite element ounterpart of (5.1) we introdue the orthogonal projetorPh : L20 ! Qh . The orresponding �nite element problem takes the form:�(ruh;rvh) + X�2Th �� (w � ruh;w � rvh)� + ((w � r)uh;vh)+ (Ph divuh; divvh) = (f;vh) 8 vh 2 Vh: (5.2)An ideal multigrid method for solving (5.1) should be robust with respet to � anddi�erent types of wind w and have optimal omputational omplexity. There areseveral diÆulties in developing suh a method. First note that matrix B has a kernelof dimensionn�m. In the ase of � � 1 and if kwk is small (at least in part of 
), somevetors from ker(B) will nearly vanish after multipliation with A+BTM�1p B. Thus,ommon relaxation iterations like Gauss{Seidel ould fail to smooth out osillatoryomponents from ker(B) that may be present in the error. At the same time, if aloal Reynolds number is large, the problem has onvetion-dominated harater atleast on the kernel of B. Building robust multigrid methods for onvetion-dominatedproblems is a well-known hallenge; see the overview in [21℄.To de�ne the neessary omponents of the multigrid method, let us onsider twopairs of �nite element spaes Vh�Qh and VH �QH , orresponding to �ne and oarsegrids, respetively.It was shown in [25, 10, 21℄ that a stable diret disretization on the oarse grid isthe preferred hoie in geometri multigridmethods for onvetion-di�usion problems.Additionally, in the ase of elastiity-type problems (w = 0 in (2.1)), stability of theoarse grid problem means that veloity and auxiliary pressure approximations on theoarser grid remain ompatible, so as to avoid the so alled \loking phenomenon"[1℄. Thus, to build a matrix for a oarse grid problem in our multigrid method weonsider the �nite element formulation�(ruH ;rvH) + X�2TH �� (w � ruH ;w � rvH )� + ((w � r)uH ;vH)+ (PH divuH ; divvH ) = (f;vH) 8 vH 2 VH ;where the new set of parameters �� orresponds to the oarse grid and PH projetson QH . We further de�ne the problem-dependent \energy" norms on H10:kvk2h = �(rv;rv) + (Ph divv; divv) and kvk2H = �(rv;rv) + (PH divv; divv) ;and set ah(u;v) = �(ru;rv)+(Ph divu; divv). Consider the standard prolongationoperator p : VH ! Vh indued by the embedding VH � Vh. This is a ommonhoie in a multigrid method for solving ellipti problems. However, it appears notto work well for (5.1) in the ase of small �. The reason is that vH 2 ker (PHdiv )does not yield in general vH 2 ker (Phdiv ). Therefore the standard prolongation isnot uniformly stable in the energy norm, i.e., the onstant C in the estimatekpvHkh � C kvHkH 8 vH 2 VH (5.3)



10 M. Benzi and M. A. Olshanskiiould grow unboundedly for � ! 0. In [27℄ it is suggested that to enfore the stabilityof the prolongation one an make a orretion of vH on a �ne grid in a way involvingsolution of loal problems. To present this idea in a general setting we onsider theL2-orthogonal deomposition Qh = QH � ~Qh : (5.4)We prove the following lemma.Lemma 5.1. Assume the subspae ~Vh � Vh is suh that there is a onstant independent of h with inf~qh2~Qh sup~vh2~Vh (~qh; div ~vh)kr~vhkk~qhk �  > 0 (5.5)and ~Vh � ker (PHdiv ). For some �xed uH let ~uh be a solution of the problemah(~uh; ~vh) = ah(uH ; ~vh) 8 ~vh 2 ~Vh: (5.6)De�ne the prolongation p : VH ! Vh bypuH = uH � ~uh: (5.7)Then p is stable: i.e., (5.3) holds with a onstant C independent of h and �.Proof. De�ne the following bilinear form on H10 � L20:B(u; p;v; q) := �(u;v) + (p; divv) + (q; divu)� (p; q):For given uH denote pH = PHdivuH : (5.8)De�ne ~uh 2 ~Vh and ~ph 2 ~Qh by solvingB(~uh; ~ph; ~vh; ~qh) = B(uH ; pH ; ~vh; ~qh) 8 ~vh 2 ~Vh; ~qh 2 ~Qh : (5.9)This problem is well-posed thanks to (5.5). Taking ~vh = 0 in (5.9) we get(div (uH � ~uh); ~qh) = (pH � ~ph; ~qh) 8 ~qh 2 ~Qh : (5.10)Also, sine (5.8) implies (pH�divuH ; qH) = 0 and the assumptions ~Vh � ker (PHdiv )and ~Qh ? QH imply (~ph; qH) = (div ~uh; qH) = 0 for any qH 2 QH , we get(div (uH � ~uh); qH) = (pH � ~ph; qH) 8 qH 2 QH : (5.11)Sine Qh = QH � ~Qh , relations (5.10) and (5.11) yieldPhdiv (uH � ~uh) = pH � ~ph: (5.12)Using (5.12) and (5.9) with ~qh = 0 we an see that uH and ~uh found from (5.9) satisfy�(r~uh;r~vh)+ (Ph div ~uh; div ~vh) = �(ruH ;r~vh)+ (Ph divuH ; div ~vh) 8 ~vh 2 ~Vh:This is the same as (5.6).



An Augmented Lagrangian Approah to the Oseen Problem 11Thanks to the stability assumption (5.5) the bilinear form B is stable with respetto the norm (�kuk2+��1kpk2)� 12 (this an be easily veri�ed by resaling the problemto a Stokes problem with the penalty term �(p; q)). Thus for the solution of theproblem (5.9) we obtain the estimate(�k~uhk2 + ��1k~phk2)� 12 � C sup~vh;~qh2Vh�Qh B(~uh; ~ph; ~vh; ~qh)(�k~vhk2 + ��1k~qhk2)� 12= C sup~vh;~qh2Vh�Qh B(uH ; pH ; ~vh; ~qh)(�k~vhk2 + ��1k~qhk2)� 12 � 2C �kuHk: (5.13)Using the triangle inequality and (5.13) we get�kuH � ~uhk2 + kpH � ~phk2 � C ((� + �2)kuHk2 + kpHk2):Thanks to (5.8) and (5.12) the last inequality is equivalent to�kuH � ~uhk2 + kPhdiv (uH � ~uh)k2 � C (�kuHk2 + kPHdivuHk2);whih is (5.3) for the prolongation de�ned in (5.7).Note that for isoP2-P0 or P2-P0 �nite elements, the spaes ~Qh and the appropriate~Vh are easy to desribe. Indeed, let TH be the oarse grid (pressure) triangulation.Then ~Qh = �~qh 2 Qh : Z� ~qh dx = 0 8 � 2 TH� ;~Vh = f~vh 2 Vh : ~vhj�� = 0 8 � 2 THg :The assumptions of Lemma 5.1 an be readily heked. For this hoie of the subspae~Vh, solving (5.6) requires the solution of Np independent problems of small dimension(for regular subdivisions the dimension is 6 in 2D, 9 in 3D), where Np is the numberof elements in TH . On the other hand, for isoP2-P1 or P2-P1 �nite elements we areunable to �nd a simple hoie for ~Vh leading to easily solved loal problems (5.6).Therefore, in this ase we ompute the orretion ~vh in (5.7) by solving loally (5.6) oneah element � 2 TH , taking for ~Vh all vh 2 Vh vanishing on � . From experiments wesaw that suh a prolongation still improves the robustness of the multigrid method inthe ase of ontinuous pressure disretization ompared to the anonial prolongation(~uh = 0). Moreover, some further improvement in this ase was observed if thew-dependent terms were inluded in the de�nition of the bilinear form ah in (5.6).Typially the restrition operator r : Vh ! VH is taken to be the adjoint of theprolongation. This hoie is also onvenient for theoretial analysis [27℄. However, anoperator adjoint to (5.7) is not easily omputable. Therefore, as a restrition we usethe L2 orthogonal projetion from Vh to VH . It is well known that the L2 orthogonalprojetion on VH is stable in the H1-norm (see, e.g., [4℄) under some assumptionson TH . Although we did not �nd in the literature any results whih would allow usto onlude the stability of the L2 orthogonal projetion with respet to the normsk � kh, k � kH if � ! 0, this hoie works very well as the restrition operator in ourmultigrid method.Finally, we desribe the smoother. As already mentioned, an e�etive smoothershould e�etively eliminate the osillatory omponents in the kernel of Phdiv . Forpieewise onstant pressure-based FE pairs one �nds that uh 2 ker(Phdiv ) if and only
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-� �� -6? -I I IRFig. 5.1. Basis of weakly divergene-free funtions for isoP2-P0 and P2-P0. Pressures fromQh are onstants on eah triangle; dots denote veloity nodes.if for any � 2 Th the total ux for uh through �� equals zero. Thus the kernel of Phdivan be desribed expliitly. For example, basis funtions for ker(Phdiv ) in the ase ofP2-P0 FE are shown in Fig. 1 [5, 27℄ (these are atually three of nine basis funtions\aptured" inside the oval on the right). Note that all basis funtions have loalsupport. Therefore an eÆient smoother an be built as a blok relaxation proedure,where degrees of freedom (DOFs) supporting eah basis funtion from ker(Phdiv )are organized in one blok. The bloks an be overlapping. This is desribed moreformally below.We used a blok Gauss{Seidel method, whih an be written as a sequential sub-spae orretion method (in the terminology of Xu [32℄) based on the deompositionVh =Pli=0 Vi, Vi � Vh, where the sum is not neessarily a diret sum. Let Ai be thesti�ness matrix for (5.2) on Vi . Then one relaxation iteration onsists of the followingsteps: Let u0 = uold, then omputeui+1 = ui � piA�1i ri((A+BTM�1p B)ui � f) for i = 0; : : : ; l; (5.14)put unew = ul+1. Restrition ri in (5.14) is the simple nodal one and pi = rTi .For isoP2-P0 or P2-P0 �nite elements the natural hoie is to gather nodal DOFsfor veloity inside ovals similar to the one in Fig. 1. To be more preise, let si,i = 1; : : : ; l be the set of all interior verties of Th. For eah i de�ne � i as a union ofall triangles � 2 Th sharing si. ThenVi := fvh 2 Vh : vh = 0 in 
 n � ig :We note that in the ase of pieewise linear pressure �nite element pairs (e.g. isoP2-P1) it is harder to desribe the kernel of Phdiv . Thus, in this ase we simply use thesame hoie of Vi to de�ne the relaxation step (5.14). As we will see, the resultingsmoother remains quite e�etive.As usual for Gauss{Seidel type methods, the performane of the iterations (5.14)depends on the ordering of bloks of unknowns. Sine the de�nition of Vi is solelybased on the hoie of a node si, the relaxation method (5.14) is uniquely de�ned bythe ordering of nodes in Th. It is well known that smoothing iterations for onvetion-dominated problems are sensitive to the numbering of unknowns and that the fastestonvergene is ahieved for the streamwise ordering of nodes; see, e.g., [3, 17, 21℄.Finding appropriate orderings may be a diÆult task, espeially for omplex 3D ow�elds w. However, our numerial experiments suggest that the multigrid method



An Augmented Lagrangian Approah to the Oseen Problem 13with the above-desribed blok Gauss{Seidel smoothing applied to (5.1) is not verysensitive to the numbering of nodes. Beause of this, in our implementation we used alexiographial ordering of the bloks of unknowns. One smoothing iteration onsistsof two relaxation steps (5.14): one with left-right/top-bottom ordering, the other withtop-bottom/left-right ordering.We onlude the setion with some remarks about the implementation and per-formane of the multigrid sheme.Remark 5.2. While the multigrid method desribed above turns out to bevery robust for (iso)P2-P0 �nite elements, in the ase of (iso)P2-P1 disretizationsome degradation of onvergene is still observed as � ! 0. One way to improveonvergene is to inrease the number of smoothing steps on eah level as � ! 0.Another, more eÆient way (followed in the numerial experiments, see Setion 6)is to take somewhat smaller  for � � 1, keeping the number of smoothing stepsonstant and low. Doing this, one ensures that the ost of one outer iteration does notinrease. At the same time one sari�es slightly the quality of the Shur omplementpreonditioner in (3.6): indeed, for  = 0 the preonditioner from (3.6) is poor forsmall � (see [8℄). Nevertheless, the total number of outer iterations stays quite lowfor all reasonable values of � (see next setion).Remark 5.3. In general we found the W-yle to be more robust than the V-yle. For the problems we tested, the V-yle needs approximately twie or threetimes as many smoothing steps as the W-yle to demonstrate similar onvergenerates. Thus, the results in the next setion are those obtained with the W-yleimplementation. However, for problems with loally re�ned grids using the V -yleinstead may be preferable in order to preserve the optimal omplexity of the multigridmethod.Remark 5.4. The dimension of the subspae Vi equals 14 in the 2D ase (twoveloity omponents for eah node inside the oval in �g. 5.1). In the 3D ase andfor a regular subdivision we get dimVi = 39. It is a ommon pratie in using bloksmoothers for ow problems (suh as Vanka smoother) that instead of applying A�1iin (5.14) one onsiders a simple, e.g., diagonal or triangular, approximation of Ai [29,Setion 2.4.1℄. This helps redue signi�antly the omputational ost of one smoothingiteration. In this paper we solve subproblems with Ai exatly. A multigrid shemebased on inexat blok inverses will be studied elsewhere.6. Numerial experiments. In this setion we present results for both isoP2-P0 and isoP2-P1 elements. We fous on two ommonly used model problems. In the�rst problem the wind funtion is onstant, and is given byw = � 10 � : (6.1)The seond problem is a lassial reirulating ow problem. Here the wind is a\rotating vortex", i.e., the vetor �eldw = � 4(2y � 1)(1� x)x�4(2x� 1)(1� y)y � : (6.2)In the experiments we use our preonditioner with the Krylov subspae methodBiCGStab [30℄. Inexat solves involving the (1,1) blok onsist of a single W(1,1)-yle with the multigridmethod desribed in the previous setion, that is, one W-yle



14 M. Benzi and M. A. OlshanskiiTable 6.1Results for AL approah, isoP2-P0 FEmesh size h visosity �1 0.1 0.01 10�3 10�4w is onstant wind (6.1)1=16 7 5 5 6 61=32 7 5 6 7 81=64 5 5 6 5 71=128 5 5 5 5 6w is rotating vortex (6.2)1=16 5 5 6 10 151=32 4 4 5 10 211=64 4 4 5 9 181=128 4 5 5 7 14Number of preonditioned BiCGStab iterations(Â�1 is one W(1,1)-yle,  = 1).Table 6.2Results for AL approah, isoP2-P1 FEmesh size h visosity �1. 0.1 0.01 10�3 10�4parameter 1. 1. 1. 0.1 0.02w is onstant wind (6.1)1=16 6 6 7 8 241=32 7 6 10 8 221=64 7 6 8 7 191=128 7 6 9 9 18w is rotating vortex (6.2)1=16 6 6 7 13 251=32 5 6 9 11 321=64 4 5 10 11 371=128 4 4 10 12 34Number of preonditioned BiCGStab iterations(Â�1 is one W(1,1)-yle).with one pre-smoothing and one post-smoothing step on eah level. Eah smoothingstep onsists of two iterations of blok Gauss{Seidel relaxation with the alternatingordering desribed at the end of the previous setion. The number of level is suhthat the oarsest grid problem orresponds to h = 12 . The oarsest grid problem issolved exatly.We set W = �Mp in all experiments. Solves involving the (2,2) blok are inexpen-sive. The ation of Ŝ�1 on a vetor is omputed via (3.6). For isoP2-P0 elementsthis amounts to a diagonal saling operation. For the ase of isoP2-P1 elements, thepressure mass matrix is not diagonal. Linear systems involvingMp are approximatelysolved by performing a �xed number (�fteen) of stationary Rihardson-type relax-



An Augmented Lagrangian Approah to the Oseen Problem 15ations with parameter � = 1:75. Note that the ondition number of Mp is boundedby a onstant independent of h (and of �). Sine we use a �xed number of stationaryiterations for both the (1,1) and the (2,2) blok, the overall preonditioner remainsonstant from one outer iteration to the next. Hene, we an use a standard Krylovsubspae method like BiCGStab for the outer iteration. In all runs we stop the outeriteration one the 2-norm of the initial residual has been redued by at least six ordersof magnitude, and we always use the zero vetor as the initial guess.The results for isoP2-P0 elements are reported in Table 6.1. For both hoiesof the wind funtion, the onvergene rate is h-independent. For the onstant windproblem, the onvergene rate is also independent of �, even for values of � as smallas 10�4. For the reirulating ow problem, the results are virtually the same exeptfor an inrease in the number of iterations for the smallest value of the visosity,� = 10�4. Even in this extreme ase, however, the onvergene is quite fast.Results for the isoP2-P1 disretization are reported in Table 6.2. The results arestill quite good. For the smallest values of the visosity we found that  must beredued in order to retain fast onvergene (see Remarks 4.3 and 5.2 for a disussion).The results are, in all ases, h-independent; some inrease in the iteration ount oursfor the smallest values of �, but overall the onvergene properties remain exellent.Next, we report the results obtained when solving the same model problemswith the pressure onvetion-di�usion (PCD) preonditioner developed in [19℄. Thistehnique is based on the original, non-augmented formulation ( = 0) and is widelyregarded as one of the best available preonditioners for the steady Oseen problem, atleast in the ase of ontinuous pressure approximations. The preonditioner is of theform (3.1) where Ŝ, the approximate pressure Shur omplement, is de�ned throughthe ation of its inverse: Ŝ�1 =M�1p FpA�1p : (6.3)In (6.3) Mp denotes the pressure mass matrix, Fp a onvetion-di�usion operatorating on the pressure spae, and Ap represent the pressure Laplaian; for the lattertwo operators, are should be taken to enfore the appropriate boundary onditions.For the given model problems we used Neumann onditions on the entire boundary.In the ase of pieewise linear pressure approximations Fp was onstruted following[10, page 348℄. For pieewise onstant pressure elements we set Ap := BM�1u BT (soalledmixed approximation of the pressure Poisson problem) and Fp := ru!p Ax rp!u,where Ax is the x-subblok of A, ru!p and rp!u are suitable mappings from Qh toVh and vie versa.Note that in 2D eah appliation of the PCD preonditioner requires solving twoonvetion-di�usion problems for the veloities, and one Poisson-type problem for thepressure. These solves are usually performed inexatly in order to redue osts. Inour implementation we used exat solves for both the (1,1) blok and for the inversesappearing in (6.3).As reommended in [10℄, we use the PCD preonditioner with BiCGStab(2) [28℄.This Krylov subspae method requires four matrix-vetor multiplies and four appli-ations of the preonditioner per iteration. In order to failitate the omparison withthe results obtained with BiCGStab and our own preonditioner, we report in Table6.3 the number of \BiCGStab-equivalent iterations" (i.e., the number of BiCGStab(2)iterations multiplied by two).It appears from these results that the pressure onvetion-di�usion preonditioneris generally less robust and e�etive than the AL-based preonditioner. In partiu-lar, the degradation in the rate of onvergene for small values of � is muh more



16 M. Benzi and M. A. OlshanskiiTable 6.3Results for PCD preonditioner, isoP2-P0 / isoP2-P1 FEmesh size h visosity �1 0.1 0.01 10�3 10�4w is onstant wind (6.1)1=16 6 / 12 8 / 16 12 / 24 30 / 34 100 / 801=32 6 / 10 10 / 16 14 / 24 24 / 28 86 / 921=64 6 / 10 8 / 14 16 / 24 22 / 32 64 / 661=128 6 / 10 8 / 12 16 / 26 24 / 36 64 / 58w is rotating vortex (6.2)1=16 6 / 8 10 / 12 30 / 40 > 400 / 1881=32 6 / 8 10 / 12 30 / 40 > 400 / 3781=64 4 / 6 8 / 12 26 / 40 > 400 /> 4001=128 4 / 6 8 / 10 22 / 44 228 /> 400Number of preonditioned BiCGStab-equivalent iterations(exat solves).pronouned than with the AL-based approah. We note, however, that a PCD pre-onditioner an be built on a basis of various solvers for the (1,1) blok and for thepressure Poisson problem, while the eÆient implementation of the AL-based pre-onditioner desribed in this paper requires a hierarhy of grids to be available, asusual for a geometri multigrid method. Also, it should be mentioned that the PCDpreonditioner results in preonditioned operators for whih some of the eigenvalueshave imaginary part growing like O(��1); see [9℄. It is well known that BiCG-typemethods tend to perform poorly for suh problems. Thus, it is possible that betterresults ould be obtained for small � if PCD preonditioning is used with GMRES orwith BiCGStab(`) with larger values of `.7. Conlusions. The paper presents a new preonditioning tehnique for �niteelement disretizations of the Oseen problem arising from Piard linearizations of thesteady Navier{Stokes equations. The approah is based on an augmented Lagrangianformulation of the resulting saddle point system. The preonditioner is blok triangu-lar and requires an eÆient approximate solver for the (1,1) blok; the seond blokis essentially a saled mass matrix and is easy to invert. The (1,1) blok an be seenas the disretization of a non-onventional, nonsymmetri operator onsisting of alinear elastiity operator plus a onvetion term. We have developed an e�etive in-exat solver for this operator by ombining a multigrid method of Sh�oberl (originallydesigned for symmetri problems) with a suitable smoother. We have shown thatassuming exat solves for the (1,1) blok, the preonditioner lusters the eigenvaluesin a small retangular region of the omplex plane around the point (1; 0), and thatthe sides of this retangle are independent of both h and �. Our numerial experi-ments on some 2D model problems indiate that in pratie, a single W(1,1)-yle issuÆient to ahieve fast, h-independent onvergene of the outer BiCGStab iteration.Furthermore, the rate of onvergene appears to be essentially �-independent, exeptfor a slight degradation for extremely low values of �. The preonditioner is espeiallye�etive for isoP2-P0 and P2-P0 elements, but exellent performane is observed alsofor a disretizations using pieewise linear pressure approximations. In the latter ase,a good hoie of the parameter  is important for � � 1.
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